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subject to the constraint

4* + )?: t.

Or

Divide a number n into three parts ,r, y, z such

thal ayz + bzx + cxy shall have a maximum or

minirnurn, and determine which it is.
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Unit-I

1. (A) Write the definition of point wise convergence

of a sequence of functions. 2

(B) Write statement of Weierstrass's M-test for

uniform convergence. 2
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(C) Show that the series

Or

State and prove the Abel's test for

convergence.

Unit-II

2. (A) Write the most important fact about

series.

.l_l
sin x + -sin 2x + :sin3x +....23

converges uniformly in 0 < a <x<b<22.4

Or

Prove that the limit function of uniformly

convergent sequence of continuous. functions is

itself continuous.

State and prove the Weierstrass approximation

theorem. t2
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(D) State and prove the Inverse function theorem.

t2

Or

State and prove the Taylor's theorem, and define

line segment.

Unit-tV

Write statement of partitions of unity. 2

Write definition of the integral of l-Form. 2

Explain Lagrange's multiplier method. 4

Or

Find the rectangle of perimeters which has

maximum area.

Determine the maximum and minimum values

of the function

3J'J\x'Y):xz+Y+-xYI

4. (A)

(B)

(c)

(D)

uniform

a power

2
(D)

(B) Find the radius of convergence of the series

234_xxxl+r+-+-+-+.... ,,2llv.
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Detemine the radius ol' converqence of the

fbllowing pou,er series : 4

:xn(i) L---
r=0Vn*I

0t):#,(B>r).

Or

Show that

r - +. +-+. + -..... = tos2.23 4 5

(D) (i) State and prove the Abcl's theorem (First

form) for power series. 8

(ii) If the two real power series Lanxrandlbrx,
have a radius of convergence R > 0 and

converge to the same function in (- n, X),

then prove that the two series are identical.

Or

State and Prove the Riemann's theorem. 12

I 3I Pr.o.
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Unit-III

3. (A) Wrile definition of linear transformation. 2

(B) Write state of chain rule. 2

(C) If A, B e L (Rn, R') and C is a scalar, then prove

that

llA+Bll5lllli+llBll,

IcAlt:tclilAll

with the distance between A and B defined as

ll A - B ll, LGn, R,,) is a metric space. 4

I

Let/maps a convex open set E c Rn into Rm, f
be differentiable in E and there be a real number

Msuch that

llf'@)ll1M

. for every n e E, then prove that

l"fib) -"fla) I 
= 

M I b- a I, for all a e E, b e E.
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